NOTAMs Temporary suspension of DLM for entire Nat region – uploaded 20200331

Shanwick
Facility: EGGX
NOTAM #: G0046/20
Class: International
Start Date UTC: 04/01/2020 0001
End Date UTC: 06/30/2020 2359
Status: Active
ICAO
G0046/20 NOTAMN Q) EGGX/QAFXX/IV/NBO/E /290/410/5345N01900W999 A) EGGX B) 2004010001 C) 2006302359 E) COVID-19 INFORMATION: NON-DATA LINK MANDATE (DLM) COMPLIANT AIRCRAFT MAY FLIGHT PLAN AND OPERATE WITHIN THE SHANWICK FIR BETWEEN FL290 AND FL410. NO CHANGE TO TANGO 9 AND TANGO 290 ROUTE REQUIREMENTS.

Gander
Facility: CZQX
NOTAM #: H0829/20
Class: International
Start Date UTC: 04/01/2020 0001
End Date UTC: 06/30/2020 2359
Status: Active
ICAO
H0829/20 NOTAMN Q) CZQX/QAOXX/IV/NBO/E/000/999/5454N04327W999 A) CZQX B) 2004010001 C) 2006302359 E) FOR A PERIOD OF 3 MONTHS COMMENCING APR 1,2020 NON-DLM COMPLIANT ACFT MAY FLT PLAN AND OPERATE WITHIN THE GANDER OCA BTN FL290 AND FL410

Reykjavik
Facility: BIRD
NOTAM #: A0159/20
Class: International
Start Date UTC: 04/01/2020 0001
End Date UTC: 06/20/2020 2359
Status: Active
ICAO
A0159/20 NOTAMN Q) BIRD/QAFXX/IV/BO/E/290/410/ A) BIRD B) 2004010001 C) 2006202359 E) FOR A PERIOD OF 3 MONTHS COMMENCING 1ST APRIL 2020 NON-DLM COMPLIANT AIRCRAFT MAY FLIGHT PLAN AND OPERATE WITHIN BIRD CTA BETWEEN FL290 AND FL410. REF. AIP ICELAND ENR 1.8.2.3 AND 6.1-9

Santa Maria
Facility: LPPO
NOTAM #: A1059/20
Class: International
Start Date UTC: 04/01/2020 0001
End Date UTC: 06/30/2020 2359
Status: Active
ICAO
A1059/20 NOTAMN Q) LPPO/QAFXX/IV/NBO/E /000/999/3100N02657W999 A) LPPO B) 2004010001 C) 2006302359 E) NON-DATALINK MANDATE COMPLIANT AIRCRAFT ARE ALLOWED TO OPERATE WITHIN SANTA MARIA FIR BETWEEN FL290 AND FL410.